MAKE
QUICK WORK OF
BRICKWORK.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU TAKE A TIME-PROVEN CONCEPT AND GIVE IT A NEW APPLICATION?

WE CALL THE RESULT **KLADbrick.**

Carolina Ceramics Brick Company’s KLADbrick™ outperforms conventional precast concrete panels, because the look and feel of real brick is paired with the cost-efficiencies of precast panels yielding successes on many levels.

**KLADbrick can save time and money.**

In traditional construction, delays and compromised quality may be experienced as a result of inconsistent jobsite conditions. Weather delays can quickly destroy the profitability of a project. Using Carolina Ceramics’ KLADbrick presents savings in several ways. First, the panels are assembled off-site in a precast factory, eliminating the possibility of weather delays. Off-site assembly also helps ensure quality control as the panels are made in a consistent environment under watchful, experienced supervisors. Once the panels have been assembled and mortared, they are transported to the jobsite for installation.

**Beware of imitations.**

Panels are gaining popularity as a building system among architects and contractors because the efficiency of construction is dramatically increased. However, unadorned concrete tilt-ups lack the beauty and substance that panelized brick systems create. KLADbrick fills the void between traditional brick walls and concrete panels.

- Architects enjoy more options and flexibility for design and style.
- Owners realize consistent, timely construction resulting in cost savings.
- Contractors experience less pressure from delays.

**KLADbrick = Kerfed Locked And Dovetailed**
Colors & Textures

- Teakwood Velour
- Teakwood Smooth
- Chestnut Velour
- Chestnut Smooth
- Crimson Ironspot Velour
- Crimson Ironspot Smooth
- Topaz Velour
- Topaz Smooth
- Burgundy Velour
- Burgundy Smooth
- Rosewood Velour
- Rosewood Smooth
- Cherry Velour
- Cherry Smooth
KLADbrick™ meet ASTM C216, Grade SW, Type FBX specifications.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO ANSWERING ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE ABOUT KLADbrick™ OR CAROLINA CERAMICS’ PRODUCT LINES.

JUST CALL US!

1.866.788.1916
9931 Two Notch Road • Columbia, SC 29223
CarolinaCeramics.com